We have measured the spectral shape Michel parameters and using leptonic decays of the , recorded by the CLEO II detector. Assuming e ? universality, we nd e = 0:735 0:013 0:008 and e = ?0:015 0:061 0:062, where the rst error is statistical and the second systematic.
M. Artuso, 10 A. E mov, Leptonic decays are sensitive probes of the charged weak interaction since the strong interaction plays no role in these decays. The Lorentz structure of the W and eW e currents are well established. In this paper, we investigate the W vertex.
In the decays of the to` , information on the decay can be extracted from the shape of the momentum distribution of the lepton`, and from its angular distribution relative to the parent spin direction 1{4]. After integration over the unobserved neutrino momenta and the spin of`, and neglecting radiative e ects we can write the charged lepton momentum spectrum as: (3:20 10 6 produced pairs) of analyzed data, we measure e using the e mode, and and using the mode. Adding the assumption of e ? universality we also analyze the two modes simultaneously to measure e and e .
To isolate a pure sample, we select events in which the ? has decayed to e or (signal) and the recoiling is required to be either an e or . Electrons above 0.5 GeV=c are identi ed by momentum and speci c ionization measurements from the tracking systems, and energy measurements from the electromagnetic calorimeter. Muons above 1.5 GeV=c are identi ed by projecting tracks to hits in muon counters beyond at least three absorption lengths of material. Lepton identi cation e ciencies and fake rates are determined from the data.
Cuts are employed to suppress ee( ) and events. We allow no more than one identi ed e. Remaining backgrounds from these sources, along with those due to 2 annihilation, cosmic rays, beam gas interactions andproduction (including (4S) ! BB) are all estimated to be negligible. Events with isolated photon-like unused showers above 75 MeV (100 MeV ) in the barrel (endcap) are rejected to reduce background from multi-0 modes mimicking the tag mode.
We identify 31568 21766] e's 's] with an estimated misidenti cation background of (0:178 0:026)% (1:08 0:16)%]. These numbers are consistent with expectations from world average branching fractions. No correction is made for the small fake electron contamination. The fake muon spectrum, determined using the charged hadron from the tag decay, is subtracted from the signal spectrum. Using Monte Carlo (MC) simulation, we predict a remnant multi-0 background contamination of (1:19 0:05)% ((1:38 0:06)%) of the tag decays accompanying the electronic (muonic) decays.
The ideal Lorentz frame for measuring and simultaneously is the rest frame. The lepton spectrum observed in the laboratory (LAB) di ers from the rest frame spectrum due to the Lorentz boost. All sensitivity to is now restricted to the low momentum region for which muon identi cation at CLEO is limited. The rest frame lepton spectrum cannot be measured since the unobserved neutrinos in these events preclude the explicit reconstruction of the entire event. One can, however, utilize information from the tag to estimate a pseudo rest frame (PRF) of the lepton's parent 9]. In the absence of radiation, the two 's are produced back-to-back, and at the beam energy. We select events in which the direction of the tag h 0 system reliably estimates the ight direction of the parent . In the decay ! A , where A is the hadronic system, and is the angle between the and A momenta in the LAB frame, we have m In the PRF, we include 2931 muons that lie between 0.5-1.5 GeV=c in LAB momentum, below the e ciency plateau of the muon identi cation system. These muons are identi ed kinematicallyby elimination of all other possible decay hypotheses ( , K , e , and hn 0 ). We de ne X = E =E MAX as the PRF muon energy scaled to the maximum possible energy E MAX = (m 2 + m 2 )=2m in the rest frame (Fig. 2) . For the two-body modes and K , we have X (K) = 0:89(0:95) in the true rest frame. A cut at X 0.6 reduces the =K contamination to (2:63 0:21)%. No extra unmatched showers above 60 MeV are allowed, either in the barrel or the endcap region, to minimize backgrounds from h 0 and other multi-pizero modes; this contamination is estimated to be (0:78 0:12)%. The electron contamination is estimated to be (0:64 0:11)%. These backgrounds are calculated with the MC simulation, and subtracted from the data. Thus, we recover a small but pure sample of muons particularly sensitive to the parameter.
?? yy where S is the sum of the three coe cients. The lepton momentum cuto results in a di erent average e ciency for each MC spectrum; a small e ciency correction is required. By construction, the t function integrates to the total number of observed events for all physical values of the parameters. We perform a 2 t of the data spectrum to the above function of three binned MC spectra. We use the KORALB(v2.2) 10]/TAUOLA(v2.4) 11]/PHOTOS(v1.06) 12] MC packages to model the production and decay of pairs, and the GEANT 3. 15 13] program to simulate the response of the CLEO II detector. Small modi cations to the TAUOLA package were required to generate decays with non-SM values of and 14] . All e ects due to radiation, resolution, and e ciency are included in the three MC spectra.
Events which survive the cos constraint are analyzed in the PRF (Fig. 3) , the remainder being analyzed in the LAB frame. In the electronic decay mode, only the rst two terms in the previous equation are relevant. We use a weighted average of the two independent frame results to measure e = 0:732 0:014 with a The high precision on obtained in the e mode analysis is now used to constrain the parameter in a simultaneous t to both modes. Invoking lepton universality, we measure e = 0:735 0:013, e = ?0:015 0:061, C = 0:614 with a 2 =d:o:f: of 69. 5/75 (62.7/78) in the PRF (LAB frame). Again the two frames yield consistent results. We show in Fig. 4 results of the combined mode t along with the measurements from the individual modes. Table I lists the systematic error contributions from all dominant sources. Although the MC samples are each a factor of 10 times larger than the data, MC statistics remains one of the largest sources of systematic error. The complete CLEO MC simulation is used to determine the e ciencies of all applied cuts, along with their e ects on the lepton momentum distributions; independent data samples are used to calibrate the MC simulation wherever possible.
Lepton identi cation e ciencies are measured from the data. Statistical uncertainties in these measurements lead to small systematic errors. The trigger e ciencies are close to 100% in both modes. The absolute trigger e ciency varied by a signi cant amount during the data collection. But these changes are momentum independent. To estimate the systematic contributions from background sources, both the normalization and the momentum dependence of each source is varied within allowed ranges. High momentum tracks can be mismeasured by as much as 50-100 MeV=c , and the resulting bin migration alters the observed spectrum shape. All the ts performed utilize 100 MeV=c bins and the parameters are determined with a large range of bin sizes to evaluate systematic contributions.
Detector and global cuts, spin correlations, and radiation all correlate the signal and tag decays in the event. These e ects are all modeled in the MC, and we study systematic errors arising from their imperfect modeling by calculating the parameters using reweighted MC spectra. The weights are calculated from data and MC simulation comparisons of the 0 energy spectrum, the momentum spectrum and the distribution of the angle between these two pions. Variations of as much as 3 statistical standard deviations are used for the weights. We evaluate the radiation systematic error by varying the radiation prediction in the MC spectrum by as much as 10% in the ts performed to extract the two parameters.
Initial and nal state radiation have the largest rate and the greatest potential to distort the momentum spectrum; the contribution from decay radiation photons in !` , and photons resulting from external bremsstrahlung in the detector material are negligible.
MC generator-level tests, without any detector simulation, con rm that the tter tracks both parameters over their respective allowed ranges in parameter space; no systematic bias is associated with the tting procedure.
The results obtained for the di erent parameters measured, along with the previous world average measurements 15] , are presented in Table II.   TABLE II In conclusion, all results are consistent with previous measurements, and with the V ? A theory. They are more precise than all previous measurements, and help constrain the new world average results considerably. This measurement of the parameter provides a lower limit on the charged Higgs mass: M H > (0:97 tan ) GeV at the 90% con dence level. We gratefully acknowledge the e ort of the CESR sta in providing us with excellent luminosity and running conditions. This work was supported by the National Science Foundation, the U.S. Department of Energy, the Heisenberg Foundation, the Alexander von Humboldt Stiftung, Research Corporation, the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada, and the A.P. Sloan Foundation.
